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“If men were angels, no government would be necessary. If angels were to govern men, neither 
external nor internal controls on government would be necessary. In framing a government 
which is to be administered by men over men, the great difficulty lies in this: you must first 
enable the government to control the governed; and in the next place oblige it to control itself.” 

—James Madison 

Abstract 
 
The aim of this paper, rather than attempting to present one coherent strategy for reducing 
existential risks, is to introduce a variety of possible options with the goal of broadening the 
discussion and inviting further investigation. Two themes appear throughout: (1) the proposed 
approaches for risk reduction attempt to avoid the dangers of centralized “solutions,” and (2) 
cybersecurity is not treated as a separate risk. Instead, trustworthy cybersecurity is a 
prerequisite for the success of our proposed approaches to risk reduction. 
 
Our focus is on proposing pathways for reducing risks from advanced nanotechnology and 
artificial general intelligence.  
 
Nanotechnology can be divided into stages; even at the most advanced stage, society should 
be less worried about biology-style accidents than deliberate abuse. Development of nanotech 
weapons would not be detectable by current weapons monitoring techniques. An automated 
monitoring system, if based on sufficiently secure software foundations and physical 
arrangements, could serve as the basis for an arms control enforcement mechanism. Design 
needs to be open and decentralized to build the required public trust. 
 
Civilization, taken as a whole, is already a superintelligence. It is vastly more intelligent than any 
individual, it is already composed of both human and machine intelligences, and its intelligence 
is already increasing at an exponentially accelerating rate. Civilization as a whole does not 
“want anything”; it has no utility function. But it does have a tropism—it tends to grow in certain 
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directions. To the extent that its dominant dynamic emerges from non-coercive, non-violent, 
voluntary interactions, it is already shaped by human values and desires. It tends, imperfectly, to 
climb Pareto preferred paths. Society would address the value alignment problem more 
effectively by strengthening this dynamic rather than trying to replace it. No designed utility 
function would clearly serve human happiness better, and no replacement for civilization’s 
dynamics is likely to be adopted anyway. 
 
While still controversial, there is increasing concern that once artificial general intelligence fully 
surpasses the human level, human skills will have little or no economic value. The rate of 
economic growth will be extraordinary, but humans will have little comparative advantage. Will 
civilization still serve human preferences? When growth is extraordinary, so are returns to 
capital. The least-disruptive approach may be a one-time, gradual distribution of tradeable rights 
to as-yet unclaimed resources in space. 

Introduction 
The long term goal can be defined as human survival in the face of various existential risks, 
including those posed by both advanced nanotechnology and artificial intelligence that exceeds 
human intelligence. Many risk-oriented organizations, e.g., Center for the Study of Existential 
Risk (CSER), Future of Humanity Institute (FHI), and Future of Life Institute (FLI), and many 
future-directed philanthropists, e.g. Elon Musk, Jaan Tallinn (Tallinn, 2012), and Peter Thiel, 
rate artificial intelligence as one of the most important issues facing humanity, if not as the 
single most important issue to work on for enabling a positive future.  
 

Definition Nanotechnology 

Nanotechnology is a term used to describe precise control of the structure of matter. Four levels 
are defined, which describe the production of progressively more capable atomically-precise 
(AP)  (and partially AP) nanosystems (Drexler, Pamlin, 2013). Level 1 includes chemical 
synthesis, nanomaterials synthesis, nanolithography, and biotechnology; Level 2 includes AP 
macromolecular self assembly and AP mechanical manipulation; Level 3 includes biomimetic or 
machine-based productive nanosystems; and Level 4 includes high-throughput 
atomically-precise manufacturing. While defensive military use scenarios have been described 
for the earlier stages of nanotechnology (Kosal, 2009), these levels have not been seen as 
involving catastrophic or existential risks. More substantial risks are expected at the highly 
advanced Level 4 stage, which is substantially longer-term (Drexler, 2007).  
 

Definition AI 

Artificial intelligence (AI) that exceeds human-level intelligence in all intellectual tasks is 
described using a variety of terms, including superintelligence (Bostrom, 2014), advanced AI 
(Russell, Norvig, 2009), smarter-than-human AI (Soares, 2016), strong AI (Muehlhauser, 2013), 
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and Artificial General Intelligence (Goertzel, 2014). For simplicity, this paper will use the term 
Artificial General Intelligence (AGI hereafter). While AGI is sometimes used to describe an AI 
whose intelligence level is merely equal to that of a human, it is widely assumed that once AI 
reaches human level intelligence, it will soon surpass this level (Tallinn, 2012). With potential 
risks associated with the development of AGI becoming a greater concern, the new field of AI 
safety research, while still in its infancy, is growing fast and with high quality (e.g., OpenAI’s 
launch in 2015, DeepMind’s safety board established by Demis Hassabis in 2016). For an 
overview of different safety approaches represented in the field, see Mallah, 2017. 

Biotech and cyber risks arrive earlier than, and are subsets of, nano and AGI risks 

In the case of both advanced nanotechnology (physical technology) and AGI (software 
technology), there are closely-related concerns that arise earlier in time. Both advanced 
nanotech and biotechnology are based on systems of molecular machines, with biotech 
restricted to molecular machines similar to those which nature has discovered; thus it is 
theoretically a subset of the broader category of molecular machine systems referred to as 
nanotechnology. (Biotech is sometimes referred to as “nature’s nanotechnology.”) Similarly, the 
cyber attack risks of today are a small subset of what will be possible in the future from AGI. 
Eventually, cyber attacks will be performed by AGIs, while today’s cyber attacks are often 
performed by today’s existing superintelligences, such as corporations and nation states. 
 
Even these earlier risks are very challenging: in fact they can seem harder to address than the 
long-term ones, because they seem more real and concrete. Biotech dangers and cyber attack 
dangers relate more closely to the current world, so it is easier to see why they are so 
challenging, while Level 4 nanotechnology and AGI are still relatively abstract, so it is harder to 
see why they are difficult. However, a world safe against a level 4 nano-attack would be a world 
already safe against biotech attack. Likewise, a world safe against AGI would also be a world 
already safe against cyber attack. Biotech dangers and cyber attack are risks worth addressing 
in regard to making the world a safer place, both for the practical value of solving these very real 
problems and the additional benefit of learning strategies and designing institutions applicable to 
the related longer-term challenges. For example, addressing cyber attack issues now will head 
off substantial concerns regarding cyber risk from the society’s increasing vulnerability to attack 
on networked consumer products including threats to the control of self-driving cars (Kornwitz, 
2017). 
 

Focus on scenario of sophisticated attacker 

With regard to biotech attack and cyber attack, there are two types of sophisticated attack 
scenarios: (1) by nation states that prepare attacks as weaponized systems for potential use in 
war, and (2) by the iteration of open attacks becoming more sophisticated over time, with the 
information needed for the attacks getting commoditized, eventually enabling a wide variety of 
players to engage in attacks. An example for the second attack scenario, which is also known 
as the “script kiddie problem” in the cyber world, is the Stuxnet virus. This virus was one of the 
most elite pieces of malware before its workings became understood, commoditized, and 
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reused by less-advanced attackers who could not have constructed the attack originally. 
Therefore, in both cases, for current purposes we can consider sophisticated attackers as the 
primary threat.  
 

1.Establishing the comparison 

1.1. Biotech attack and Nanotech attack  

Biotech Attack 

Biotech attack and nuclear attack both have physical component to monitor 

In contrast with cyber attacks, biotech attack at least has a physical component involved, 
although the physical aspects can be very small, e.g., a small lab with a small number of 
people. Because there is a physical component, there is in principle something physically 
observable in the process, which suggests that one possible place to look for a useful precedent 
is the response to nuclear proliferation. The current nuclear weapon situation is still very 
concerning, but humanity has survived since World War II without these weapons being used in 
battle again, and this is partly due to non-proliferation treaties backed by monitoring regimes, 
amongst other reasons.  
 

Biotech attack prevention requires far higher level of monitoring than nuclear, but similar to nano 

The challenge ahead is that the physical objects that must be monitored in order to detect 
hostile nuclear weapons activity are relatively large-scale and easy to verify—with useful data 
available even from satellites in space—compared to what will be needed to monitor for 
offensive biotech use. Monitoring styles can be divided into three broad categories: 
 

1. Traditional top-down, Big Brother-style surveillance, which tends to lead to abuse; 
2. A symmetric system of surveillance plus sousveillance (upward-looking monitoring), 

advocated in The Transparent Society, which would be destructive of privacy but could 
hold abuses in check (Brin, 1998); and 

3. A decentralized automatic network of agents with “confinement,” in which information is 
not revealed to humans unless clear, pre-agreed, tripwire criteria are triggered; this 
would be difficult to implement but avoids abuses of category 1 and the loss of privacy 
from category 2. 

An early experiment with category 3 was made by William Binney, at that time a senior official at 
the NSA (U.S. National Security Agency), who initiated a monitoring system called Thinthread to 
perform a legal, Constitutional version of surveillance based on filtering and automatic 
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encryption. Data on individuals was only unencrypted “if a judge found probable cause to 
believe the target was connected with serious crime, including terrorism.” Unfortunately, the 
program was cancelled just before 9/11 and eventually replaced by a similar system without the 
filtering and encryption protections (O’Cleirigh, 2015). 
 
The degree of monitoring required to prevent biotech attack would be comparable to a level of 
monitoring corresponding to a pervasive surveillance state. While finding an acceptable and 
working level of monitoring to detect hostile biotech would be very challenging (Omohundro, 
2014), it is very much like the level of monitoring required to detect hostile nanotech 
weaponization, so it is at least very similar with regard to problem domain. Since both involve 
systems of molecular machines, both require verification at the molecular level: a daunting 
challenge. 
 
As societal transparency and surveillance have been increasing over time, it has become 
increasingly difficult for independent third parties such as terrorists to hide a secret research 
program to develop biotech weapons. However, the ongoing global illegal drug trade 
demonstrates that the level of transparency and surveillance now in place is not effective at 
preventing even a large-scale illegal societal dynamic. The very substantial financial flows 
connected with the illegal drug trade constitute an extra-legal institutional framework operating 
in secret. Unauthorized bioweapons labs could take advantage of these same extra-legal 
mechanisms; the illegal drug trade in this sense preserves areas of secrecy usable by 
non-governmental weapons efforts. For decades, governmental programs to address this issue 
have involved attempting to reduce the illegal drug flow, with marginal success and high costs in 
terms of corruption, similar to that seen from alcohol prohibition in the U.S. during the last 
century. The question arises: if drugs were legalized, how much of this extra-legal financial 
institutional framework would survive? If society becomes sufficiently concerned about terrorists 
developing bioweapons, this still-controversial approach to undermining terrorism may be tried. 

Level 4 Nanotechnology attack 

Desirability of Quantitative Risk Assessment 

Currently, Level 4 nanotechnology remains decades in the future. All of the other risks explored 
here are more urgent. But as with other technological risks, it is desirable to carry out a 
Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) as early as possible. This process, even when done very 
early in a risk field, helps clarify areas needing further work. For Level 4 nanotech, “it can sort 
out some of the more predictable risks” (Garrick, 2008). 

Nanotech security entails biotech security; both require high-level monitoring 

The reason why a world that is safe against nanotech attack is one that is already safe against 
biotech attack is that all of the attack vectors that are concerning for biotech are forms of attack 
that nanotech could engage in (i.e., highly advanced nanotech could engage in a number of 
other forms of attack, but it certainly includes all of those biotech attacks). So to defend against 
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such nanotech attacks, one has to be able to defend against biotech attacks. Likewise, if there 
is going to be the degree of monitoring that prevents those hostile nanotech attacks from 
happening in the first place, then there will need to be monitoring of activities in small-scale labs 
with small numbers of people performing small-scale manipulation of generally widely deployed 
synthesis mechanisms that are otherwise general-purpose. 

 

1.2. Cyber attack and AGI attack  

AGI security requires widespread cybersecurity 

In testimony before the U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Space, Science, and Competitiveness 
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, OpenAI Co-Founder and CTO Greg 
Brockman stated, “The Internet was built with security as an afterthought, rather than a core 
principle. We're still paying the cost for that today, with companies such as Target being hacked 
due to using insecure communication protocols. With AI, we should consider safety, security, 
and ethics as early as possible, and bake these into the technologies we develop.”  

 
Researchers have already noted the importance of cybersecurity for AGI, but in a different 
context than will be discussed here (e.g., Yampolskiy, 2016; Bostrom, 2017). In order for the 
world to be safe against AGI, why must it already be safe against cyber attack? Even if the first 
AGI is confined within an impenetrable virtual box, we should expect knowledge of how to build 
AGIs to proliferate rapidly. Some will grow AGIs independently and release them. When 
encountering systems that are vulnerable to possible attacks, AGIs will often be able to discover 
these vulnerabilities and invent attacks. AGIs in the wild will only be limited by enforcement 
mechanisms that other systems use to limit interactions to agreed rules. The integrity of these 
enforcement mechanisms relies on the security of their underlying platforms. 

Cyber attack 

Operating systems are the most vulnerable level currently 

Computer systems have multiple levels of vulnerability to cyber attack, including hardware, 
firmware, operating systems, and users. Of these, currently the easiest pathway for attack are 
the operating systems, therefore our discussion starts with this most urgent vulnerability. 

Problem for cybersecurity is social constraint that could be overcome via genetic takeover 

With regard to cyber attack, it is widely believed that improvements to safety are a matter of 
technological discovery or need for new research. However, most of the techniques required to 
build systems that are largely secured from cyber attack, with a few exceptions, have already 
been known since the 1960s and 1970s, e.g., capability-based security (Dennis, Van Horn 
1966) . These techniques would actually be adequate if society could somehow reconstruct the 
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computational world, from its beginning, on top of those techniques. The problem is that a 
multi-trillion dollar ecosystem is already built on the current insecurable foundations, and it is 
very difficult to get adoption for something that needs to rebuild the entire ecosystem from 
scratch. Thus, researchers have been exploring strategies to bridge from current systems to 
new secure ones, in what is in other contexts known as “genetic takeover,” a term derived from 
biology (Cairns-Smith 1982).  In a genetic takeover, the new system is grown within the existing 
system without directly competing with the existing system. The new system can coexist with 
the existing system, work in a world dominated by the existing system, and be competitive in 
that world. Once the new system comes to be widespread enough, one can start to shift over to 
the new system, and the previous system eventually becomes obsolete. 
 
A real-world analogy can be drawn with how society has adapted to earthquake risk. Faced with 
an installed base of existing, unsafe building infrastructure, instead of requiring an immediate 
demolition and reconstruction, building codes are written to require earthquake reinforcement to 
be done on a gradual basis as other renovations take place. Over time, the installed base 
becomes much safer. 
 

Genetic takeover was possible in the past and there are some hopeful examples today 

The computer industry has had genetic takeovers; for example, the move from mainframes to 
personal computers. The entire ecosystem of mainframe software rested on a few mainframe 
platforms, which thereby seemed to be permanently entrenched. The new personal computing 
ecosystem initial grew alongside, complementing rather than competing with the old one at first, 
but eventually displacing it. So the attempt to replace today’s existing, entrenched software 
ecosystem is not hopeless; but it is very difficult. Currently, there are several promising efforts to 
grow securable infrastructure smoothly within the entrenched infrastructure, such as Capsicum 
(Watson 2012a), seL4 rehosting Linux (Nordholz 2011), Secure EcmaScript (Miller 2013), 
Sandstorm on Cap’n Proto (Filardo 2016), Monte (Simpson 2017), and CHERI (Watson 2012b). 
However, funding remains low in comparison to the urgency and importance of the challenge, 
and none of these projects has yet achieved widespread industry adoption. 
 

The adoption barrier is often ignored, but critical to success and hard to overcome 

This adoption barrier to making the world a safer place is ignored in most abstract discussions 
of AGI and nanotech attack, perhaps because one imagines that once humanity is faced with 
these dangers urgently, society will do what needs to be done. If there's a known technological 
solution for dealing with the dangers, it is natural to assume those most concerned will be able 
to get a majority to build, adopt, and deploy these technological solutions fast enough to avert 
disaster. In the case of massive cyber attacks, one would hope that government and industry 
would invest in rebuilding infrastructure on more securable bases. However, after seeing how 
weakly the world has reacted to cyber attacks that reveal massive vulnerabilities, this now 
appears to be unrealistic wishful thinking. The more likely reaction to the panic following a major 
breach will be to direct even more effort into entrenched techniques that do not and cannot 
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work, because those are seen as recognized best practices. Techniques that actually could 
work will be seen as experimental and outside established best practices, best avoided in an 
emergency. 
 

U.S. electric grid highly vulnerable to cyber attack today 

As an example of a serious attack that could happen at the present time, the U.S. electric grid is 
vulnerable today to cyber attack (McLarty, Ridge, 2014), with damage estimates by Lloyd’s 
ranging up to $1 trillion (Rashid, 2015). Damage to the electric grid via cyber attack can include 
physical as well as software damage, and would take months (arguably, years) to repair, leaving 
an entire multi-state region without power. Lloyd’s, as an insurance company, focused on 
estimating financial damages rather than fatalities. While plans have been made at the federal 
level in the U.S., they were prepared under a previous Administration, and it is as yet unclear 
whether these or similar plans will be carried out (Executive Office of the President, 2016). Of 
the recommendations in this paper, making capability-based upgrades to grid software is by far 
the most urgent. 
 

2. Implementing a Safety Approach  

2.1. Safety against Biotechnology and Nanotechnology attacks 

Monitoring and multilateral deployment 

Advanced nanotechnology can and likely will be simulated well before it can be implemented; 
this has been termed “exploratory engineering” (Drexler, 1988). This time gap between knowing 
what is buildable and carrying out the actual construction creates a possible strategy to increase 
safety. This ability could combine with open source approaches; as examples today there is an 
active world of open source activities including impressive efforts such as the OpenWorm 
Project (Szigeti, 2014). A deployed defense system that could actually defend against a 
nanotech attack—which is much more achievable than attempting to prevent the attack to 
occur—would consist of a deployed fabric of systems that could detect and react based on 
trustworthy mechanisms; this proposal has been termed an “active shield” (Drexler, 1986). 
 
Such a system would need to be based on both a high level of computer security and the 
decentralized form of monitoring described in section 1.1 above: a mutually-watching system of 
watchers. This complete system of decentralized defensibility, once deployed, would create and 
maintain an effective monopoly of force, enforcing rules of voluntarism and taking immediate 
physical action against malfunctioning watchers, to end noncompliance at early stages. Thus 
the goal of the system would be mutually assured survival, rather than mutually assured 
destruction, or even the mutual deterrence enforced by the threat of using nuclear weapons. 
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In order for such a system to be considered trustworthy, it would need to be designed in an 
open source, open manner, and be on record as requiring a simultaneous multilateral release of 
deployment when such deployment eventually becomes possible. This ability to model systems 
well before actual construction is feasible creates a potentially useful time gap: a window in 
which it is possible to “design-ahead” (Drexler, 1986).  
 

The design-ahead window 

The design-ahead window, however, is an opportunity that seems unlikely to be successfully 
exploited in a safety effort. Even in a best-case scenario—a system is designed that, if 
deployed, would monitor for offensive use and take action to prevent that use—the danger 
remains that one side might get to deployability before its competitors and decide to carry out a 
first-strike attack. 
 

Hobbesian Trap 

Given the uncertainties involved in conflict, it would appear that all parties have a lot to gain 
from simultaneous multilateral deployment of a mutual defense system.  Unfortunately, the 
technical designs resulting from sophisticated design-ahead also create a first-strike instability. 
This results in a “Hobbesian Trap” (Pinker, 2011), such that even if no party involved desires to 
start a conflict, the fear that another party would do so gives an incentive to perform a first 
strike. We see no simple answer to this challenge. 
 
A multilateral deployment is the scenario that, if it can be arranged, would be the most 
trustworthy, given that it would require the least degree of trust in the non-corruption of any one 
institution. 

2.2. Safety against AGI and cyber attacks 

AGI 

Dominant AI arrival scenarios 

There is a particular safety scenario of AGI discussed specifically in the circles around Nick 
Bostrom (Bostrom, 2014) and those around Eliezer Yudkowsky (Yudkowsky, 2015a) that has 
become sufficiently dominant that it is worth explicitly contrasting with another perspective on 
the issue. The following is simplified and mostly focused on Nick Bostrom’s scenario as outlined 
in his book Superintelligence: Paths, Dangers, And Strategies (Bostrom, 2014). Bostrom 
considers two scenarios for AGI ramping up: the slow takeoff scenario and the hard takeoff 
(fast) scenario. 
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Slow takeoff scenario 

Slow takeoff scenario would be safer but is less likely 

Let us first consider Bostrom’s slow takeoff scenario. In some sense this is a straw man, 
because Bostrom believes that while a slow takeoff scenario would be safer, a hard takeoff 
scenario is more likely and more dangerous, thus more worthy of concern. We agree on this 
point, but discuss it first for reasons that will become clear. In a slow takeoff, AGI gradually 
emerges in a likely naturally multilateral environment. Consider a scenario in which the slow 
takeoff is happening in a world in which secure computing technologies—techniques such as 
capability-based security—have become a worldwide general adoption success, so that the 
world has become generally much safer against cyberattacks.  

Civilization as relevant superintelligence 

For this scenario, one of the most relevant observations is that civilization as a whole is already 
a superintelligence, composed of both human and machine intelligences, serving a great variety 
of different interests. Granted, as machines become more intelligent, the fraction of the 
intelligence of civilization contributed by machine intelligence will come to be greater than the 
fraction contributed by human intelligence. However, in some sense this is irrelevant, because 
the greater intelligence is the intelligence of civilization as a whole, so we can consider that to 
be the relevant superintelligence. While corporations, industries, and even nation states do not 
meet some of the criteria that are sometimes assumed for the idealized portrayal of 
superintelligence (e.g., they are limited by human speed on some non-parallelizable tasks, 
Yudkowsky, 2016a), the set of criteria they do fulfill is sufficient to merit describing them in that 
way with regard to possible risks.  
 
Just as the intelligence of humans is often judged by their ability to achieve certain goals set by 
an intelligence test, one could measure society’s intelligence by its ability to achieve the goals 
set by individuals using resources provided for this purpose. (Miller, Drexler, 1988) suggest this 
thought experiment: “One can imagine putting a person or an ecosystem in a box and then 
presenting problems and contingent rewards through a window in the box. A box full of algae 
and fish will ‘solve’ a certain narrow set of problems (such as converting light into chemical 
energy) and will typically pay little attention to the reward.  A box containing an intelligent person 
will solve a different, broader range of problems. A box containing, say, an industrial civilization 
(with access to algae, fish and Bell Labs) will solve a vastly greater range of problems. This 
ability to solve externally posed problems can be taken as a measure of that ecosystem’s 
‘intelligence’ “. 
 
Thus, in any slow takeoff scenario, in which AGI is gradually emerging, the intelligence of 
civilization is the superintelligence that is relevant. 
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Civilization as networks of entities making requests of each other 

Civilization as a whole is largely composed of networks of entities making requests of other 
entities (Miller, Tulloh, 2016). Some of those entities are humans, some are software, and in this 
scenario some of those software entities are machine intelligences. The making of requests 
consists primarily of the mutually voluntary interaction of the party making the request and 
another party responding to the request. The response to the request might not be to serve the 
best interests of the request-making entity. However, human institutions, having evolved over 
many thousands of years, tend to shape interactions to be mutually voluntary and in the 
interests of both parties. 
 
This definition resembles Minsky’s societal definition of intelligence in which adaptive 
intelligence arises from a system being conflicted, rather than perfectly aligned.  For humans, 
Minsky defends the multiple self view in which “a part of me wants this, a part of me wants that” 
(Minsky,1985); because humans that are guided only by hunger will soon die, it is only the 
interaction of hunger and other desires (pain avoidance, etc.) that enables the organism to 
survive. Civilization as a whole is the most complex known system of adaptive intelligence with 
conflicted parts, thus the relevant superintelligence. 
 

Civilization encourages voluntary interactions 

Civilization emerges from voluntary and involuntary interactions between individuals, with the 
balance continuing to shift towards the voluntary (Pinker 2011). Voluntary interactions happen 
when all participants expect to benefit, or they would not participate.  A Pareto preferred change 
makes at least someone better off and no one worse off is (Freudenberg et al.,1991). Voluntary 
interactions tend, imperfectly, to move the world in Pareto preferred directions—to benefit their 
participants without involuntarily harming non-participants. Thousands of years of evolution of 
norms, laws, and institutional frameworks enable humanity to arrange ever more complex 
patterns of cooperation. Civilization is thus, imperfectly, largely shaped by human preferences 
already. It is not that civilization has a utility function, but it has a tropism. Civilizations tends, 
imperfectly, to grow in Pareto preferred directions. Civilization is an entrenched working system 
that is already superintelligent and already serves human interests. 
 

Civilization as relevant superintelligence that serves human interests 

Imagining that a new, better system can be designed to take over the world and displace this 
entrenched system of civilization is rather unrealistic. Instead, the goal should be to amplify the 
existing process of civilization and to defend it, to increase the likelihood that it is not displaced. 
If the current system is entirely displaced, it seems unlikely that a new system with a more 
beneficial utility function would actually be implemented. Human effort would be better invested 
in working to prevent any such unitary revolutions, because it appears unlikely that their result 
will serve the interests of massive numbers of people. 
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Hard takeoff scenario 

Hard takeoff scenario involves sudden unitary takeover 

Bostrom’s main concern regards the prospect of a hard (i.e., sudden) takeoff, in which one 
particular AGI instance reaches AGI first, performs a strategic takeover, and pursues its utility 
function. According to Bostrom, the most important strategy that humanity can use to make AI 
safe in that scenario, apart from setting up the initial conditions correctly, is to shape the AI’s 
utility function so that it serves human interests, by selecting the right top-level goal. Bostrom 
states that “our entire future may hinge on how we solve these problems” (Bostrom, 2003). 
 

Prevent hard takeoff using the technological knowledge that would make it possible  

In the case of Bostrom’s hard takeoff scenario, the AGI would displace human civilization as the 
overall framework of relevance for intelligence and come to dominate the world in a sudden 
manner. We argue that to the extent that this is the concern, but it is believed that humanity will 
have the ability to constrain what the AGI does (e.g., by giving it the correct top-level goal), then 
any abilities that humans have to constrain such an AGI should instead focus on setting up an 
alternative, decentralized distribution of AGIs with a system of checks and balances, rather than 
trying to constrain one AGI to act in human interests. 

Make superintelligence part of fabric of civilization 

If humans are in a position to design what the initial breakout technology is able to do, then they 
should also be in a position to prevent it from performing a unitary strategic takeover. Instead, 
our efforts can focus on directing the technological ability that the breakthrough represents to 
itself become widely deployed as non-coercive entities in the world. These non-coercive entities 
can then take part as interactive agents in the fabric of civilization, deployed by different parties 
simultaneously to serve many different ends. This proposal has some similarity to Drexler’s 
technical proposal to distill superintelligent machine intelligence to apply only to specific problem 
domains, while avoiding the creation of one agent that has general intelligence, at least until a 
solution to AI safety is reached (Drexler, 2015). This would enable the use of many targeted, 
general-but-restricted AIs without requiring or entailing a unified AGI (Drexler, 2017). 
 
The safety of civilization rests on its lack of a utility function, i.e., it is a negotiated compromise 
using an institutional framework that accommodates a great diversity of different ends. Thus, the 
safety relies on the fact that the simultaneous deployment of many instantiations of such a 
superintelligence would occur with the many instantiations serving many different ends, and no 
one entity being in a position to dominate. Additionally, most of those goals should be best 
served by cooperating with other entities, in extensions of the cooperative framework of 
civilization, just as most human goals are today. This game-theory-style approach has been 
described more generally: “The examples of memes controlling memes and of institutions 
controlling institutions also suggest that AI systems can control AI systems” (Drexler, 1986). 
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Civilization is already tested against AGIs 

As mentioned earlier, civilization has already demonstrated its accommodation of 
superintelligences, in that large institutions themselves are already superintelligences with 
diverse interests that are interacting in a mostly mutually voluntary fashion. Thus, the stability of 
civilization has not only been tested by humans, it has also been tested by multiple interacting 
superintelligences, and has survived largely successfully. 
 

Bostrom places hard moral philosophy between humans and safety 

A difficulty with the approach pursued by Bostrom, Yudkowsky, and others (Armstrong, 2014) is 
that in attempting to construct a powerful entity that acts in human interests, it is necessary to 
ask some deep philosophical questions about what is it that humans want or should want and 
assumes that this question can be answered satisfyingly by the designers (Duettmann, 2014). 
For instance Bostrom notes the danger of the Paperclip Maximizer Scenario, in which humans 
want to give the AGI an apparently peaceful goal such as maximizing paperclips, and the AGI 
executes the literal command and maximizes paperclips by converting most of the matter in the 
solar system (humans included) into paperclips (Bostrom, 2003). While the types of concerns 
expressed in this thought experiment are valid, these are deep philosophical questions about 
what humans really want or even, as Yudkowsky states, what humans would really want “if we 
knew more, thought faster, were more the people we wished we were, and had grown up farther 
together” (Yudkowsky, 2004). 
 
Yudkowsky views the most important issue regarding AGI as “constructing superintelligences 
that want outcomes that are high-value, normative, beneficial for intelligent life over the long run; 
outcomes that are, for lack of a better short phrase, ‘good.’” (Yudkowsky, 2015b). Even 
Yudkowsky’s less ambitious suggestion to construct a “Task AI”, that is less sovereign than a 
full AGI, still relies on constructing partial normative theories. Yudkowsky calls this suggestion 
“insanely difficult” (Yudkowsky, 2016b). We agree. Bostrom refers to these as value-loading 
problems and acknowledges that AI safety must be “philosophy with a deadline” because 
focusing on human philosophical exploration into areas such as metaphysics doesn’t contribute 
to solving the value-loading problems (Bostrom, 2014). However, even contemplating the 
extremely complicated value-loading problems, and attempting to construct the perfect goal, 
might well result in a completely different outcome, because the technological breakthrough will 
occur before philosophers have arrived at any satisfying answers to these questions. It is likely 
that human designers simply “do not possess the full wisdom needed to implement and grow a 
flawlessly benevolent intelligence” (Steunebrink et al., 2015), not least because the AI research 
community lacks the diversity required to represent a wide enough range of different interests 
well (Li, 2016). 
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Rather than positioning the answers to philosophical questions that have caused disagreement 
for thousands of years between humanity and safety, it seems advisable to construct potential 
solutions which avoid moral questions that are this unanswerable.  
 

Avoiding Benevolent Dictator scenario 

A unitary takeover, whether fast or slow, is a “Benevolent Dictator” scenario at best. For much of 
human history, the central question of political philosophy was “Who should rule?”. Political 
philosophy finally advanced once society realized that this was the wrong question, and to 
question instead whether there must be a unitary ruler (Popper 1945). Although Yudkowsky and 
Bostrom seek to construct the perfect dictator rather than to find one, this quest does 
recapitulate many of the problems of this old framing. 
 

Ideal safety strategies would work despite uncertainty in timeframe 

In current discussions of AGI safety, attempts are often made to estimate a median, average, or 
otherwise most-expected timeframe for the arrival of the technology. However, timeframe 
estimates vary by at least one order of magnitude and sometimes more, from relatively 
near-term (Kurzweil, 2012) to very long-term (Ng, 2015). Tools such as prediction markets 
(Hanson, 2003) and reputation-based prediction sites such as Metaculus (Aguirre, 2017) may 
be of some help in clarifying timeframes, but currently uncertainty remains high. In this situation, 
attempting to make a useful estimate of expected timing is overly optimistic; the error bars are 
too large. It appears advisable to develop AGI safety strategies that are robust against both 
early-arrival scenarios and late-arrival scenarios. A similar point has been made about the 
timeframe of risks from advanced nanotechnology (Drexler, 1986). 
 

Implementing Secure Computing  

The world is not yet hostile enough to incentivize secure computing systems today 

The AGI safety and cyber attack safety strategies above require secure computing 
infrastructure. The adoption of secure computing is being delayed because the overall software 
ecosystem is not currently “hostile enough,” i.e., companies and institutions can be too 
successful when they build systems that are very high-quality on many dimensions but are 
implemented in architectures that are insecurable. 

Small projects can now free-ride on larger projects’ being more attractive targets 

In today’s world in which primarily large-scale, entrenched software projects get attacked, most 
damage to early-stage software projects is due to dangers other than security.  Therefore, for 
most early projects, investing in costly security is less important than investing in other areas, 
e.g., assembling the product and receiving feedback from user experience. Additionally, when 
hiring employees, a small company considers the additional value of the person to the project, 
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so with regard to security, companies generally minimize the education burden that their team 
has to take on by following what are widely viewed as current best practices, rather than more 
unusual (and more secure) techniques. Consider the maxim that “to escape from a bear, one 
doesn’t have to outrun the bear, but merely the other guys”; if a small project engages in the 
same allegedly best practices as bigger projects, it can escape attack because other projects 
are bigger targets. By the time the small project becomes large, it would then be a serious 
target, but by that point it has enough capital to manage the security problem without truly fixing 
it. Currently, all large corporations are managing their pervasive insecurities rather than fixing 
them. 
 

Current system is only sustainable because attacks are not very sophisticated yet 

This situation is only survivable because nation-states are developing the most sophisticated 
attacks but not yet deploying them seriously. Additionally, the attacks that nation-states are 
developing are probably much less sophisticated than the attacks that the most advanced 
organizations could be engaging in by making better use of bleeding-edge early technologies 
combined with static analysis technologies. For instance, the strategies that are known from the 
Snowden revelations include gathering Zero-Day Attacks, i.e., entities wanting to take over 
others’ computers accumulate Zero-Day Attacks, to prepare for a future day when that entity will 
use them against those target computers owned by others (Wikileaks, 2013). However, rather 
than gathering known Zero-Day Attacks, one can imagine software that is able to analyze the 
software being attacked and find entirely new, previously unknown Zero-Day Attacks. Having 
the best state-of-the-art software for discovering vulnerabilities built into the deployed attacking 
system would enable the system to discover vulnerabilities and exploit them while it is in active 
contact with the target, rather than just launching built-in attacks against previously known 
vulnerabilities. This level of attack software is one that the currently entrenched architectures 
are not going to survive, and it is likely to precede AGI.  
 

The launch of a sophisticated attack would make the world hostile enough to end fragile 
systems, but would also severely disrupt it 

On the positive side, at the point that this higher level of attack gets deployed, the world’s 
software ecosystem will become hostile enough that the relative safety through obscurity of 
smaller, earlier projects will end because now insecurable systems of all sizes will be punished 
early on. The downside of this situation is that it comes with the danger of widespread 
destruction of the existing software infrastructure. If a certain threshold of the world’s installed 
software base is destroyed, it could be difficult to transition to a safer situation without having 
gone through a serious downturn in overall functionality of the world’s computation systems, not 
to mention the world economy. 
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seL4 microkernel as example of code safe against attacks  

Combining various state-of-the-art research has led to some impressive results at finding 
vulnerabilities in software targets. One example is research on combining Machine-Learning 
sophisticated AI with sophisticated static analysis of programs to find vulnerabilities (Brooks 
2017). This level of sophistication is not accidentally going to be part of an attack system. 
However, if it is built in as part of an experiment run on a platform that is believed to be secure 
but that is not air-gapped (i.e., is not isolated from the internet), such an experiment would be 
very good at detecting flaws. The seL4 microkernel is our best example of an operating system 
kernel that seems to be secure, due to its formal proof of end-to-end security and its track 
record of having withstood a Red Team Attack (a full-scope, multilayered attack simulation) 
which no other software has withstood (Fisher, 2014). One hopeful development is increased 
funding of seL4 by the U.S. Department of Defense. Nevertheless, its security rests on some 
counterfactual assumptions, such as that the formal model of the underlying hardware is 
accurate. 
 

A model of decision alignment 

A model of software object security can be combined with a model of human-to-human security 

Many complex systems can be described as networks of entities making requests of other 
entities. In economics, there are principal-agent relationships, in which a principal sends a 
request to an agent. The principal uses various techniques to try to align the decision of the 
agents with the interests of the principal to increase the likelihood that the request is fulfilled. 
 
Economics, for instance, studies principal-agent relationships among humans and examines 
both hazards, such as divergent interests and asymmetric information, and techniques for 
addressing those hazards. Software engineers deal with principal-agent relationships among 
computational objects and examine hazards and techniques such as object design patterns. 
Human Computer Interaction (HCI) deals with human-object interactions and examines hazards 
and techniques, such as user confusion or request expressiveness. 
 
The techniques principals use to align agent decisions with the principal’s intent can be divided 
into six categories: Select agent (admission control), Inspect internals (static analysis), Allow 
actions (least authority), Explain request (abstraction design), Reward cooperation (incentives), 
Monitor effects (reputation feedback); see Table 1 (Miller, Tulloh 2016). A unified view that looks 
at the different techniques in relation to each other can provide important insights. Reasoning 
across both rows and columns of Table 1, and combining techniques, allows reaping the payoff 
of having different techniques reinforce each other. Thus, Table 1 is not simply about reasoning 
by analogy, but instead reasoning about a single integrated network spanning multiple systems. 
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Table 1: The Elements of Decision Alignment 

 
For example, computer security (Allow actions) taken alone misses some differences among 
agent actions that cause harm to the principal, such as when the agent benefits from 
misbehavior (Reward cooperation). Instead, principal-agent arrangements can be designed 
such that each technique fills in for weaknesses in the others, creating greatly increased 
structural strength built out of individually breakable parts.  
 
While perfect security might ultimately be unattainable (Yampolskiy, 2016), this approach has 
the possibility of delivering adequate security and is a great deal more secure than any of the 
insecurable security systems that are now widely in use. Moreover, it is not only applicable to 
today’s computer security but also is independent of the intelligence of the agent and therefore 
can be applied to AGI safety as well. 

The problem of supply chain risk 

Formal security proofs rest on assumption that hardware is safe but it might not be 

After insecure operating systems, supply chain risk is the hardest problem in attempting to 
ensure secure computation. The proof that a given hardware chip design is secure only helps if 
hardware which the software is run on is actually the hardware that was designed. This 
assumption sounds trivial but it may be false, because it is possible that the hardware includes a 
manufactured-in trap door. Based on the revelations about the U.S. National Security Agency 
(NSA) serving national security letters to software companies forcing them to disclose user 
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information, it is possible, indeed likely, that the NSA has already served national security letters 
to hardware companies including Intel and AMD requiring them to install trap doors into their 
hardware, which the NSA can later choose to trigger (Gustin, 2014). Fearing billions of USD in 
profit losses after the revelations in 2014, IBM’s President Weber was quick to point out in an 
open letter to clients that the hardware giant would not comply with such letters (Weber, 2014). 
However, the severe penalties associated with disobedience or disclosure should cause us to 
be skeptical. None of today’s proofs of software security can defend against such trap doors. 
 

Open source processor design as possibility to overcome trustworthiness issues of hardware 

In the near term one can imagine a technology example that can be secure against those risks: 
a good open source processor design for which there is a proof of security comparable to the 
proof of security of the seL4 software. There are many open source processor designs that are 
sufficiently high performance that, when run on a field-programmable gate array (FPGA), can 
run fast enough to be practical for many applications. By combining these well-designed 
processors with a layout algorithm that randomizes layout decisions, the processor could be 
randomly laid out for each individual hardware instance. Given this randomized layout, there is 
no feasible corruption of the FPGA hardware that can escape notice under electron 
microscopes and that would also be able to successfully corrupt most instances of the 
processor. 
 

Even if trustworthy processor is theoretically possible, it is likely too expensive 

However, even if it was possible to build a secure processor, it would be hopelessly 
unadoptable. The current norm in secure software holds that if a software security mechanism 
costs a factor of 3% more than insecurable mechanisms, widespread adoption becomes very 
unlikely. The trustworthy hardware in the form of a secure FPGA described above would result 
in a factor of at least an order of magnitude in performance cost over producing chips the 
standard way, which renders its adoption unrealistic.  

 

The blockchain ecosystem an approach for safety  

Ethereum and blockchain evolving in hostile ecosystem 

A counterexample to the difficulties expressed above is Ethereum’s current approach. Both 
Bitcoin and Ethereum are evolving in an ecosystem that is already under the very hostile attack 
pressures described earlier in this paper. When insecurity leads to losses, the players have no 
other recourse to compensate. Systems that are not bulletproof will be killed early and visibly, 
and therefore these ecosystems remain populated only by bulletproof systems. The bulletproof 
security of these systems are an essential part of their value proposition. 
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Ethereum as virtual machine that is trustworthy 

Regarding the problem of trustable hardware mentioned earlier, if Ethereum is a virtual 
machine, it is a factor of at least ten thousand times more costly in performance than the FPGA 
approach mentioned earlier, that was already too expensive to be adopted. Ethereum is 
trustworthy in the same sense that Bitcoin is trustworthy; Bitcoin is a payment system and 
Etherium is a general purpose virtual machine (CPU, memory, limited IO). Both are synthesized 
by cryptographic protocols and massive redundancy among their players, based on a 
blockchain—an agreed order of messages. In order for either to take action in an untrustworthy 
fashion, a supermajority of participants would have to perform actions that were visibly 
illegitimate. 
 
The Ethereum and Bitcoin systems per se are holding up very well. The publicized attacks on 
these systems do not reveal weaknesses in these foundation, but rather in the participants—at 
two different abstraction levels. Bitcoin exchanges were hacked, with losses of several hundred 
million dollars, due to insecurity of the platforms used by the exchanges, not due to any flaw in 
the Bitcoin protocols. Ethereum, as a virtual machine, runs programs written by its users, such 
as the DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization) smart contract. 

Example of DAO as bad software deployed on top of trustworthy Ethereum machine 

The DAO was the first significant piece of software deployed by a commercial participant on 
Ethereum, and it was not bulletproof. While the software withstood initial code review, it should 
have been subject to (at least) more code review, or preferably a formal proof of correctness. As 
explained above, machine checked formal proofs of correctness can be and have been 
successfully performed on much larger and more complicated pieces of software such as seL4.  
 
In the case of The DAO, once this insecure piece of software was deployed, hackers exploited a 
known bug, started diverting money, and successfully removed US$60 million worth of Ether. 
This provoked the Ethereum ecosystem to engage in a “hard fork,” a deliberate change of 
software that created a new version of the Ethereum system in which the Ether was not stolen 
(Buterin, 2016). Resetting the system in this way was a serious compromise of the founding 
principles of these cryptographic smart contract systems, which is that they are permissionless, 
i.e., that “code is law.” It established a terrible precedent that future actions within the systems 
may be overridden by retroactive fiat. 
 

Blockchain ecosystem as hope for building something that is secure against cyber attacks 

Despite this early misstep, we are optimistic that the universe of cryptographic smart contracts 
can be the beginning of an ecosystem in which projects can grow up under extraordinarily 
hostile conditions. Such projects are evolving with a degree of adversarial testing that can 
create the seeds for a system that can survive a magnitude of cyberattack that would destroy 
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conventional software. If this type of secure system grows enough before the world is subject to 
such cyberattacks, then a successful genetic takeover scenario might be achieved.  

Safety of the proposed system still relies on counterfactual assumption 

Bostrom states that even if one has a truly secure system, an AGI is likely to be able to break 
out of it, because “even a ‘fettered superintelligence,’ that was running on secure hardware on 
an isolated computer that can communicate only via text interface, might be able to break out of 
its confinement by persuading its handlers to release it” (Bostrom, 2003). While we cannot rule 
out this possibility, this degree of human gullibility does not seem plausible to us. Perhaps some 
pre-AGI experiments could help quantify this issue. 

The proposed system’s formal safety is independent of attacker intelligence, so would remain 
safe not only under cyber attack but also under AGI 

While these other threat vectors are problematic, it is important to emphasize that, to the degree 
to which these systems are formally secure, that security is independent of the intelligence of 
the attacker. Thus, if humanity succeeds at building systems before AGI that are actually 
secure, which can in principle be done, then those systems should remain formally secure 
under AGI. The formal security of systems such as seL4, and the adversarial testing carried out 
on smart contracts, is likely to create an ecosystem of software systems which are secure 
against AGIs, because the threshold that needs to be crossed to guarantee security can be 
crossed well before AGI is reached. (In fact, this level could have been crossed before reaching 
the level of current machine intelligence.) There is no prerequisite of one on the other. 
 

Successful Constitutions as role models for a safe system 
 
As a few examples of organizational arrangements that have had some long-term success at 
managing competing superintelligences, we can point to the Swiss Federal Constitution, the 
U.S. Constitution, and the (partly unwritten, but real) U.K. Constitution. Here we take the U.S. 
Constitution as an illustration, primarily due the authors’ relative familiarity with it; later work 
should address a wider variety of successful arrangements. 
 
Founding fathers were trying to create a Constitution that depessimizes 
The originators of the U.S. Constitution, termed the Founding Fathers, were faced with a 
Bostrom-like nightmare of having to design a single institution that was going to be 
superintelligent, and that was composed of systems of people that individually want to take 
many actions that society would collectively not want any of them to do. However, these 
originators felt that they had no choice but to design this institution and attempt to create an 
architecture that was inherently constructed to maintain its integrity, not at being ideal but at 
avoiding being very seriously flawed. This strategy is generally known as depessimizing, rather 
than optimizing as advocated by most in the AI safety field. The worst-case scenarios of our 
future are extremely negative and numerous, so by simply avoiding the worst cases humanity 
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would be doing extraordinarily well. Attempting to do better among the non-worst-case 
scenarios can be viewed as a very minor issue compared to safety against the worst cases. 
Goertzel advocates this depessimizing approach for AGI work: “the most sensible medium-term 
goal for human society is to guide the advance of technology in a rational way that has 
reasonable odds of getting past the current phase of development without causing global 
annihilation or other horrible catastrophes” (Goertzel, 2015). 
 

Success of Constitution as lending support to feasibility of building safe AGI  

In the case of AGI, instead of attempting to build an optimal system, humanity should focus on 
not building a system that turns into a worst-case scenario. In the case of the U.S. Constitution, 
instead of attempting to design the Constitutions as a optimized utility-function that would serve 
everyone’s interests, the originators’ main objective was to avoid having it becoming a tyranny. 
It is extraordinary that this Constitution maintained most of its integrity of mechanism, as well as 
integrity of purpose, for its first 150 years and maintains much of this even today. It shows that 
this type of effort can succeed and is worth taking on. 

AI safety is harder than Constitution because less familiar knowledge to build predictions on 

AI safety is harder in the sense that when formulating the Constitution, the Founding Fathers 
could rely on their knowledge of human nature and the history of politics and human institutions. 
With regard to AI safety, there is less solid ground; however, the basic mechanism can be 
based on the above, in a more focused and less decentralized way. Just as future AGIs will 
dwarf current superintelligences with regard to intelligence, so are current superintelligences 
dwarfing the expectations of what the Founding Fathers imagined when designing the 
Constitution over two centuries ago. Nevertheless, the Constitution was only designed as a 
starting point, on which later, more intelligent agents could build, and it is still surprisingly 
relevant one industrial revolution later. Rather than inventing a safety approach from first 
principles, a useful approach could make use of the immense body of historic and cultural 
knowledge that can be relied on to ensure a more organic AGI world, similar to the one 
envisioned by Kurzweil: “Ultimately, the most important approach we can take to keep AI safe is 
to work on our human governance and social institutions. We are already a human-machine 
civilization. The best way to avoid destructive conflict in the future is to continue the advance of 
our social ideals, which has already greatly reduced violence” (Kurzweil, 2014) 
 
Elon Musk also appears to favor a decentralized approach: “The important thing is that if we do 
get some sort of runaway algorithm, then the human AI collective can stop the runaway 
algorithm. But if there’s a large, centralized AI that decides, then there’s no stopping it” (Dowd, 
2017). Musk, Thiel, Reid Hoffman, Sam Altman, and others have founded and pledged a total of 
$1 billion to OpenAI, a foundation with the purpose of developing and distributing AI widely as a 
safety strategy (Risley, 2015; OpenAI, 2017). 
 
Co-Chair Sam Altman explains, “Just like humans protect against Dr. Evil by the fact that most 
humans are good, and the collective force of humanity can contain the bad elements, we think 
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it’s far more likely that many, many AIs, will work to stop the occasional bad actors than the idea 
that there is a single AI a billion times more powerful than anything else” (Levy, 2015). The 
Open AI approach has attracted a $30 million grant from the Open Philanthropy Project (Open 
Philanthropy Project, 2017). For guidance on the AI transition, Altman has looked to James 
Madison’s notes on the Constitutional Convention (Friend, 2016). 

Multilateralism and gridlock as important part of the system 

Previously we mentioned civilization being very widely multilateral. In that sense, the evolved 
institutions of civilization are the result of this decentralized, ongoing negotiation among 
institutional frameworks having a very wide diversity of interests. Additionally, the Madison form 
of government was a perpetually explicitly renegotiated framework among these small number 
of divergent interests that were purposely put its opposition with each other, including division of 
power, checks and balances, and significant decentralization. Building the system to be in 
conflict with itself is a much more realistic strategy than to pursue building a unitary system that 
wants the right goals. While the checks and balances designed into such a system lead to a 
decrease in speed and efficiency, this is a positive tradeoff in exchange for a reduction in much 
more serious risks. 
 
In addition to the UK, US, and Swiss constitutions, those attempting to design governance 
systems for AGI safety may find inspiration from (1) John Locke on institutional checks and 
balances, (2) John Adams on federal-state balance, based on his study of the United Provinces 
of the Netherlands, Switzerland, the Holy Roman Empire, and the Peloponnesian League 
confederation in ancient Greece, and (3) the later cases of the Canadian, Australian, postwar 
German, and postwar Japanese constitutions (Bennett, 2017). 

3. Securing human interest in an AGI world 
How to achieve human interests once AGI is reached 
Regardless of the exact timeframe, if our civilization and technology continue to progress, AGI 
will ultimately be reached. As Sam Harris points out, the only reason why AGI would not be 
reached eventually will be that an even worse event occurs, which destroys technology or 
civilization before it reaches that state (Harris, 2016). To ensure that civilization still serves 
human interests when AGI is reached, we argue that humans need a claim to capital to be able 
to participate in exchange, and that a promising way for humans to obtain this claim to capital is 
through a one-time distribution of unclaimed resources, referred to as “Inheritance Day” 
(Drexler, 1986). 
 

3.1.  Providing humans with capital bargaining power  
This section argues that to ensure civilization still serves human interests once AGI is reached, 
humans need capital to participate in exchange for two main reasons: 
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Civilization serves human interests as long as humans contribute either skill or capital in 
exchange  

Earlier in the paper we argued that civilization tends to serve human interests, albeit imperfectly. 
However, the argument that the system serves human preferences depends on humans having 
something to offer in exchange, either proceeds from their capital or their skills. Historically, 
much of what humans had to offer in exchange was based on human skills. These skills were of 
two kinds: human mechanical skills (the ability of humans to perform actions physically) and 
mental skills. Currently, while it is still possible to earn income using their skills, many humans 
don't have capital. 

 

Once AGI is reached human skills become irrelevant but capital has high returns 

Machines have already displaced humans from being able to earn much income via direct 
contribution of human mechanical skill and will continue to do so (McKinsey, 2015). Human 
dexterity has a lot to contribute currently, but that is largely due to its coupling with human 
mental ability. Human mental ability in the abstract contributes a great deal today, but humanity 
should anticipate the day when a machine intelligence achieves general intelligence. As pointed 
out increasingly by tech entrepreneurs like Bill Gates or Elon Musk, once AGI is widely 
deployed, human skills will be outcompeted and have little or no economic value.  
 
An economy that is so productive that human skill is irrelevant is also an economy that grows 
extraordinarily quickly, similar to Robin Hanson’s description of a economy in which the GDP is 
doubling in weeks (Hanson, 2014). Any economy growing at this rate offers extraordinary 
returns to capital. Capital is defined here as the ownership of resources, where resources are 
both physical objects as well as ownership of created abstract rights (i.e., corporate stock) that 
are part of the fabric of the civilization. This capital itself can become investments which the 
economy would reward extraordinarily. 
 
If humanity enters into the transition to AGI with insufficient preparation, much of humanity will 
have no capital and their skills would be irrelevant. One strategy to ensure that the dynamic of 
civilization still contributes to human well-being once human skills are irrelevant is to arrange 
that most human beings have some capital claim that they can continue to trade on, get capital 
returns on, and live well.  
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3.2. Inheritance Day as strategy to provide capital claim 

Inheritance Day as strategy to provide capital claim 

Since humans need a claim to capital to ensure that civilization still serves their interests, this 
section deals with a potentially useful way of granting capital claims to humans. We argue that 
one possible strategy to provide humans with a capital claim is via a strategy called “Inheritance 
Day.” 
 

One-time distribution can provide humans with a capital claim 

Capital claims can be assigned to individuals either by redistributing existing capital claims or 
distributing new capital claims. Currently, redistribution is the most common strategy to 
assigning capital claims to individuals in need. However, redistribution leads to political 
opposition, because it involves giving new beneficiaries a claim to capital by taking it away from 
the previous owners. Continual redistribution also appears to reward high reproductive rates, 
leading to additional opposition. To avoid this political opposition, rather than redistributing 
capital that has already been claimed, society could distribute capital that has not been claimed 
yet. While the great majority of the Earth’s land and much of its undersea area are already 
claimed, there is an entire universe of (according to present knowledge) unclaimed, unowned 
resources in space. 
 

Inheritance Day is a promising proposal for distribution 

Generally in the past, unoccupied land has become owned via homesteading, in which the 
prospective owner occupies the land physically and develops it. However, in principle 
homesteading destroys economic value by giving rise to competition to become the entity 
performing the homesteading, which is a deadweight loss compared to the economic benefits of 
making use of the resources once they are claimed. The Inheritance Day proposal described by 
Drexler suggests that humanity select a day on which every human being alive that day is 
assigned an equal share of the as-yet-unclaimed resources of the universe. According to the 
Coase Theorem, given clear title to resources and multilateral ownership, ignoring transaction 
cost problems, subsequent trade leads to a good utilization of those claimed resources and to a 
Pareto efficient outcome for all parties, regardless of the initial distribution of resources (Coase, 
1960). 
 
Inheritance Day could provide individuals with the necessary capital to increase the likelihood 
that civilization will still serve human interests once AGI is reached and their skills are no longer 
economically sufficient. 
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3.3. Implementing Inheritance Day 

Drexler quote on Inheritance Day implementation 

When describing Inheritance Day, Drexler states that “this involves distributing ownership of the 
resources of space (genuine, permanent, transferable ownership) equally among all 
people—but doing so only once, then letting people provide for their progeny (or others') from 
their own vast share of the wealth of space. This will allow different groups to pursue different 
futures, and it will reward the frugal rather than the profligate. It can provide the foundation for a 
future of unlimited diversity for the indefinite future, if active shields are used to protect people 
from aggression and theft” (Drexler, 1986). 
 

 

Timing of release of Inheritance Day assets to individuals 

One idealistic interpretation of the proposal, not recommended here, is that individuals receive 
full title to their entire share of newly-assigned resources with complete ability to trade 
immediately. The Coase Theorem seems to suggest that this would be the most economically 
efficient solution. However, the problem is that most individuals are not yet experienced at 
managing capital, much less ownership of space resources. Historically, when the wealthy plan 
to leave an inheritance to children who are still underage, they create a trust which gradually 
releases the resources to benefit the beneficiary until that beneficiary has crossed an age 
threshold such that the grantor is willing to entrust them with the rest of the wealth. With regard 
to Inheritance Day, understanding that at the moment that Inheritance Day is implemented none 
of the beneficiaries are as yet experienced at managing capital of this nature, it would be 
advisable to grant some of those resources immediately to individuals, including the ability to 
trade, but to hold most of the resources in trust and gradually release them over time. This 
would enable all individuals to continue to have a gradual stream of capital that can be invested 
and produce financial returns as the economy continues to grow. This would help ensure that 
individuals are protected from making terribly egregious, early foolish mistakes. 
 

Defining an equal share of space resources 

Defining what constitutes an equal share of the resources of space is a hard problem that 
remains unsolved to date. What counts as an equal share relies on individuals’ assessments of 
that share and these subjective values can differ greatly (Harms, 1989). However, a promising 
protocol for division is the “I cut, you choose” principle for envy-free distribution of resources 
with agents which have different preferences. One agent divides the resources, the other 
partner chooses first, and the divider receives the remaining share. While there are some new 
algorithms for cake-cutting for multiple agents with multiple preferences, the distribution of all 
resources in space remains a complex problem (Aziz, 2016). Another role model would be the 
approach to the privatization of resources in Poland via national wealth management funds 
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when transitioning from a communist economy to a market economy. The government retained 
some of the shares of the newly privatized enterprises, gave some to the company’s 
employees, and distributed the rest to competing National Wealth Management Funds, so that 
one investment group had primary responsibility for modernizing a given enterprise. From these 
funds, 27 million individuals received vouchers, equivalent to American-style mutual funds 
(Goldman, 2016). 
 
When speaking on AI risk, Jaan Tallinn references a thought experiment involving negotiations 
between humanity and a powerful alien fleet which doesn’t care about humanity. He says: “Even 
if we could secure just one galaxy out of the 100 billions as consolation prize for the losers, this 
would translate into 50 personal star systems for every human alive today. This illustrates two 
things: (1) Even if we mostly screw up, things might turn up to be pretty okay in the end and (2) 
the worst we can do is continue our current political zero-sum games, which cost us 50 galaxies 
per second” (Tallinn, 2017).  Both points hold for Inheritance Day in a similar way: (1) Even if 
some might deem the details such as the choice of date or exact distribution of space resources 
as arbitrary, the sheer size of space could still eventually allow every person to be well-off, and 
(2) continuing to delay action and perpetuating the current system is just as much a decision as 
taking action to change, and is one that is potentially costly. 
 

Inheritance Day is orthogonal to redistribution questions 

The proposal for redistribution of resources, e.g., a basic income as supported by Elon Musk, 
Sam Altman, and other prominent figures (Agreelist, 2017) and similar to the current experiment 
in Finland, is a separate issue. These two approaches to attempting to ensure human financial 
well-being—a one-time gradual distribution of unclaimed resources, and a continual 
redistribution of already-owned resources—are in principle unrelated.  Either could be 
implemented on its own, or they could be combined. Whether either or both actually become 
implemented are political decisions for society to make. 
 

Conclusions 
 
Biotech risks can be seen as a subset of longer-term and more challenging Stage 4 nanotech 
risks; both derive from systems of molecular machines. Similarly, cyber risks can be seen as a 
subset of later AGI risks. Computer security is identified as important across many risk domains. 
Defensive, decentralized, bottom-up, open source approaches are suggested for addressing a 
variety of risk areas. Inspiration can be provided by analogies with successful defense scenarios 
across domains, from the immune system in biology to the U.S. Constitution in politics. Timing 
estimates for these anticipated powerful technologies vary widely, therefore it is advisable to 
attempt to find strategies that are robust across these differing time estimates. A gradual, 
one-time distribution of unclaimed resources could help ameliorate the concern that human 
labor becomes much less valuable in a world with AGI. These concepts are presented as 
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options for consideration and possible elaboration, rather than as complete policy 
recommendations. 
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